Notice: New Catalog in Development

(Please scroll down to view the old version)

Change  This version of the Greenbarn catalog has served us well for many years, but it is quite “long in the tooth” now and ready for retirement. We are working hard to upgrade our online catalog to a searchable version, with prices, information, color chips, links to manufacturer web pages, mobile device compatibility, and with links to safety data sheets.

Search  Please visit www.Greenbarn.com and enter your keywords into the search bar for detailed product information. You might search by using supplier names like Plainsman, Spectrum, Kemper, and Skutt. You can also search with general terms such as low fire, glaze, tool, and sculpture if you want a broader search. Or, if you know that you want to find a specific product by name, you can enter M370, Potter's Choice, Kaolin, or other product names to take you right to the individual items.

Info  You may notice that some items in the upgraded catalog will have a bold "i" in the description, and this is a clickable link to additional information for you. This link will often take you to a supplier's web page, and away from the Greenbarn website. Where possible, we are also linking material safety data sheets directly to the related catalog items, such as dry glaze materials, glazes and clays.

ETA  Thank you for your patience while we perform this upgrade. The vast majority of our products are already listed in the new catalog, but we expect that this conversion is a process, and that it will take some time to complete the descriptions to our satisfaction. Your feedback is welcome and we will continue to work at making this an easier catalog to use, with more information for you, so that we can help you get back to making your art!

Sincerely,
All of us here at Greenbarn Potters Supply
Kemper Loop Tools
Loop tools are used for removing clay from wheel thrown and sculptural pieces. The cutting heads are made from stainless steel ribbon with sharpened edges. Hardwood handles provide a sure grip. Each tool is about five inches long. Order by number.
Loop tool, each $5.89

Kemper Ribbon Tools
Ribbon tools provide a variety of shapes for light cutting and slicing. The ends are formed from clock-spring steel and are attached to the handles with brass ferrules.
Each 6" tool $5.49
Each 8" tool $6.89

Kemper Turning Tools
These turning tools can be used for clay or plaster. Heavy steel heads are set in hardwood handles.
Each $16.59

Danish Ribbon Tool
Made from flat band steel set in a hardwood handle. Ends are wrapped in wire. 8" long. Marked on handle as MOK. 11/1.
Danish tool $6.95

Mini-Ribbon Tool Kit
These miniature sculpting tools are made of fine ribbon steel and are ideal for your fine sculpting, detailing, and trimming requirements. 5" aluminum handle.
Mini Ribbon kit $22.49

Handle Makers
Used to make handles, by drawing the tool through clay. Two sizes available.
Small - HM2 for 5/8" handles.
Large - HM1 for 1" handles.
Handle makers $4.39

Frema Stem Turning Tools
Used to remove excess clay, these tools allow use from any angle. Steel heads are mounted on metal shafts set into beachwood handles. 6" long and 3 different shapes to choose from. Please specify the shape # when ordering.
Kent stem tools $7.25 ea

Kemper Turning Tools
These turning tools can be used for clay or plaster. Heavy steel heads are set in hardwood handles.
Each $16.59

AT Trim Tool
This aluminum handled trim tool is sharp, and has lots of trimming surface so that you can sharpen it many times. With one rounded end and one flat, this tool is great value. Approx 7" long.
AT Trim tool $4.95
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Groovy Tools
Having a hard time finding a good, sharp trimming tool these days? Get in the “groove” while you’re trimming with this new tool! Groovy Tools is a new company and was started by a husband and wife team who are merging the art of pottery and the science of engineering to make the newest generation of sharp and funky trim tools.

Their new tools are made of the highest quality materials and their focus is to make premium tools that will hold an edge longer and be comfortable in your hand. The loop is ¼” wide, and sharp on both edges. The overall length of each tool is approximately 6-1/2” and the brightly coloured acetate handles are covered with closed cell foam grips for added comfort.

Groovy Tools: 200 Series
The 200 SERIES HEAVY GAUGE TOOLS are premium quality trim tools which feature a true tool-steel loop that is hardened, tempered, and then cryogenically treated to create a molecularly superior steel blade! Order by number, please.

Groovy tool, each..........................$24.85

Groovy Tools: 300 Series
A great blend of strength and durability, the 300 SERIES MEDIUM GAUGE TOOLS have blades which are hardened and tempered to withstand abrasion from clay, but are also tough enough to be impact resistant. Super for trimming and faceting, these quality trim tools feature a medium guage, high carbon steel blade. Order by number, please.

Groovy tool, each..........................$19.39

Takata Ribbon Tools from Japan
Takata Ribbon Tools
Excellent tool for trimming. Rugged design with sharp ground steel edges, wire coiled ferrules and sturdy hardwood handles. 8” long. Imported from Japan.
Each........$10.95

Takata Large Loop Tools
Larger version of the Takata ribbon tools, for removing large amounts of clay when trimming. 7 3/4” length.
Each...........$12.35
Kemper Pro-Line Tools

Kemper Pro-Line Tools are manufactured from superior quality, high carbon, "knife quality" steel, and select hardwood handles.

There are certain steps that should be taken to ensure that your tools will last for a long time. A light coat of oil applied to both the steel cutting head and the wood handle from time to time is recommended. All high carbon steels will discolor and rust if proper care is not taken. When not in use, the tool should be kept clean and dry. Even a simple wiping with a cloth will work. Do not leave your tools soaking in water for long periods.

If your tool becomes dull after heavy work, it may be re-sharpened. The best results can be obtained by using a whetstone (oil or water) and after a few strokes the edge should be back to normal. Sharpening high carbon steel tools with the use of a metal file, grinder or power tool can heat the steel, change the temper, and accidentally destroy the tool.

"S" SERIES: Sculpturing tools

These small, tough tools are designed for modeling and wheel work. They are a delight to use on delicate, finely detailed pieces but will take hard work as well. Approximately 5 3/4” overall length.

Order by stock number: PT S10, S20, S30, S50, S60, S70, S80

Each individual tool .................. $14.29 each

"300" SERIES: Cutting tools

This heavy duty line of tools are designed to trim, slice, and shape clay. The hardwood handles have been oil/resin soaked to seal them against moisture. Approximately 7” overall length. The PT 310 is our most popular tool in this series.

Order by stock number: PT 310, 320, 325, 340, 345, 350, 360, or 370

Each individual tool .................... $18.29

"400" SERIES: Cutting tools

This line of cutting tools is slightly smaller than the 300 series, but otherwise is made with the same steel, brass ferrules and hand turned hardwood handles. Approximately 6” overall length.

Order by stock number: PT 410, 420, 430, 440, 455, 460

Each individual tool .................... $16.99 each

"M" SERIES: Miniature tools

This all new miniature series is made from the same high quality steel as the Sculpting series. Approximately 5 3/4” overall length.

Order by stock number: PT M10, M15, M20, M30, M50, M55, M60, M70, M80

Each individual tool .......... $12.59

Note: Kemper Pro-Line Tools tools are made of heat treated steel. They are meant for cutting and slicing clay only. Using these tools for anything else is not recommended. Handle carefully and try not to drop as dropping can damage the steel.
### Pin Tools
The PNH has a wooden handle, and is 5" long. The PCN has a wooden handle, is 5 1/2" long, has the thinnest needle and the lowest price! The PRO needle is the most durable needle tool with its steel needle set in a textured aluminum handle. 6 5/8" long.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNH</td>
<td>$2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCN</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Needle</td>
<td>$3.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Potter's Knives
Used for trimming and carving, the heavy duty COH knife is great for cutting thick greenware, or use COR for finer cut work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COH</td>
<td>$5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>$6.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fettling Knife
Made of tempered spring steel, the 8" long narrow blade is excellent for carving and cleanup. Available in a "soft" or "hard" version. The soft knife has a steel blade which can be bent to various angles. The hard knife is more commonly used.

Fettling knives.........$9.39

### Commercial Trim Knife
This heavy-duty knife is made especially for trimming production quantities. The heavy steel blade is capable of extended use without sharpening. 7 1/4" long.

Trim knife ......$9.49

### X-Bevel Tool
Would you like an easy way to cut consistent angled edges on slabs, feet, extrusions and more? Perfect for cutting slabs before joining them, the X-Bevel is a clay tool that is designed for quick and precise cutting of clay at 45, 30 and 60-degree angles. It is a must-have hand-building tool for all potters.

X-Bevel tool.........$12.69

### Shredder Tool by Sherrill
These rasp tools are excellent for shaping and defining your sculptures or functional work. Cleanup corners and joints, or emphasize curves and fluting. Comfortable, colourful, and easy to clean.

Shredder Tool..................$12.59
Shredder Blades, (2/pkg)...........$9.39
Cone Shaped Shredder Tool...........$15.69

### Frema Hole Cutters
Made from steel set in a wooden handle. 3 sizes available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small (1/4&quot;)</td>
<td>$4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (1/2&quot;)</td>
<td>$5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (3/4&quot;)</td>
<td>$5.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pattern Cutter Sets by Kemper
Good for use with children, these cookie cutter sets can be used to make a number of different shapes when working with clay slabs. Great for jewellery, ornaments, and refrigerator magnets and candle holders, these cutters are sold in sets of 5 and are made from rust free brass and have a convenient plunger to pop out the clay cut-outs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearts, PCSH</td>
<td>$17.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilac, PCSL</td>
<td>$17.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circles, PCSR</td>
<td>$17.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangles, PCSTR</td>
<td>$18.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars, PCSST</td>
<td>$17.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square, PCSSQ</td>
<td>$18.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf, K46</td>
<td>$14.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, K50</td>
<td>$14.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Catalog for reference only, all prices are out of date.**

*** Please see "Search bar" at Greenbarn.com

### Kemper K35 Clay Cutters
Used to cut pieces from the wheelhead, as well as for cutting and slicing clay. Kemper K-35 ..............$4.19

Roll of wire - 50 feet....$37.40

### Sherrill Mud Wire
Looped handles are easy on your hands as you cut your thrown pieces from the wheelhead, or if you are slicing clay from the bag.

Sherrill Mud Wire ........$10.89

### Twisted/Coiled Wire Clay Cutters
Don't just cut your pots off of the wheel, add texture and interest to your foot rings with these twisted cut-off wires! Create clam shell, facet walls, cut textured slabs from the clay block, and much more. Two diameters of coil are available. Order by number.

Coiled Cutting Wire E002 (Lrg diam) ............................$7.89
Coiled Cutting Wire E004 (Sm. diam) ............................$7.89

### Bamboo Harps: Straight & Curly Wires
Use the curly wire to create wavy, fluid lines and shell patterns when slicing slabs of clay or when faceting your pots.

Use the straight wire for faceting bowls, adding design into the rim of pitchers or use it for leveling uneven rims. Please specify part numbers when ordering your harps.

YM03 Straight Wire, 7" wide ..........$9.95
YM05 Curly Wire, 3" wide ..........$8.75
YM08 Curly Wire, 7" wide ..........$15.25

### Angled Steel Trim Tools
Made of steel with rustproof coating. Because of their smart design, it's extremely easy to keep these tools sharp! Give their flat blades one or two quick passes with a file before you start a trimming session and these tools will be the sharpest in your bucket. Order by number

Angle Steel Trim Tools, each .......... $6.95

### Fluting Tool - M005
This steel fluting tool makes it easy to carve leather hard pots with beautiful designs. flute thrown cylinders and then "belly" them out on the wheel for fabulous tactile surfaces. Carve through slip covered layers for a sgraffito effect.

M005 Chattering Tool ...... $6.95

### Chattering Tool - M010
Chatter Marking Iron - This tool bounces and jumps on the surface pot creating a rhythmic pattern of nicks. Try decorating with slip first and then using the chattering tool to expose the clay color underneath the slip layer!

M010 Chattering Tool ...... $14.85

### Trimming & Cutting Tools

--
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